Udayana Kingfisher Eco Lodge is situated in 30 hectares of beautiful gardens and bushland. It overlooks Mt. Agung, Jimbaran and Benoa bays. It is quiet and convenient to southern Bali’s attractions.

**Accommodation**
The eco lodge accommodation is of an excellent standard with large, comfortable rooms. The gardens are abundant with many varieties of flowers and plants. You will see numerous beautiful butterflies, dragonflies and unique bird species. A secluded swimming pool is set in a peaceful bushland setting.

**The Botanical Art Workshop**
The mornings are devoted to botanical art where the subject for painting will be sourced from the extensive tropical gardens. There is daily individual tuition and group demonstrations. The large workshop area has wonderful light for the botanical art workshops. It is also available for optional painting of an afternoon. The workshop topics will cover composition, tone, highlights and shadows, drawing and watercolour techniques, how to create a three-dimensional illusion and much more.

All skill levels are welcome and non painting friends and partners are catered for, joining in all activities and excursions.
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**Package Inclusions**
* Transfers to and from airport
* Accommodation, meals and excursions
* All course fees, individual tuition
* All excursions
* Dinner Jimbaran Beach, watching the sun set over the water
* Traditional Kekak fire dance
* Visit to Bali Art & History Museum

**Optionals**
* Sketching workshop
* Sketching on excursions
* 3 evenings introductory printmaking
* Free time to explore or relax

**Bookings & Information**
Gede Ori: reservation@ecolodgesindonesia.com
www.udayanaecolodge.com

Enquiries
Leonie Norton: leonienorton@iprimus.com.au
www.botanicalart.com.au

---

**8 nights accommodation at Udayana Kingfisher Eco Lodge, Jimbaran Bali**

**AUD 1677 pp**
Double OR twin occupancy

**AUD 2044** Single

Deposit AUD 500 pp